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1

INTRODUCTION
In 2006, a Partnership led by British Waterways (BW) was successful in obtaining
an £11.9 million grant from the then Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF), to restore
10.7km (6.7 miles) of the Cotswold Canals between Stonehouse and Brimscombe
Port.
Though this length of canal is landlocked, it runs through a predominately
urban area and was therefore deemed most capable of meeting HLF outcomes
in terms of economy, leisure, heritage and education.
This project suffered two major setbacks – the withdrawal of BW and the
recession, both occurring in 2008. Both had a financial impact – the loss of BW
meant loss of its financial contribution and the recession meant that the
planned regeneration of Brimscombe Port would be a net loss, not contributor,
to canal funds. As a result, the project, now under the leadership of Stroud
District Council, was shortened by nearly 3.2km (to Bowbridge) and the HLF
contributed an extra £900,000, taking its investment to £12.7 million. Restoration
of structures, but not the channel, upstream of Bowbridge continued to be
funded by HLF as far as Thrupp.
Phase 1A was completed in November 2017 and signed off by the HLF. In
February 2018, it was officially opened by H.R.H. The Prince of Wales, with the
Chair of the HLF Trustees in attendance.
It has been an undoubted success and a major contributor to Stroud’s
economic progress and its increasing popularity as a tourist destination:

Figure 1 Daily Telegraph 22 June 2019
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Places that used to be somewhere to avoid have been transformed – parts of
the towpath are now used by 250,000 people per year. Investment in the canal
corridor between 2006 and 2020 has totalled £139 million.
This Phase 1B project will complete the canal restoration and reconnect 1A to
the national waterways network, enabling boat access to the whole 1A+B length
thereby providing the major income to sustain the significant investments by
both NLHF and Partners.

1.1 AIMS
Since HLF sign-off, work on Phase 1A has continued, with the following principal
aims:•
•
•
•
•
•

2

Improving accessibility
Improving the canal and its infrastructure
Maintaining volunteer commitment and skills
High standard maintenance
Maintaining the support and engagement of the community
Improving facilities in anticipation of connection to the national waterway
network.

COVID-19 PANDEMIC
This Phase 1B Delivery Stage NLHF grant application comes in the middle of the
unforeseen and unprecedented global Covid-19 pandemic, with many countries
‘locked down’.
NLHF has consequently requested further specific information (Project Impact
Assessment) as to the impact of the pandemic in the UK on the Phase 1B
project and we respond as follows:

2.1

Project Proposals
No significant increases to the overall project risk, detailed in the headings
below. However, we recognise that the Covid-19 situation has created many
uncertainties and challenges, primarily related to cash flows (both NLHF &
Partners) and delivery programme timings. We are therefore proposing certain
actions to hopefully assist both NLHF and ourselves to successfully deliver this
Phase 1B project which will give very positive National recovery outcomes.

2.2

Timetable
The project timetable has always contained a conservative 12-month
contingency period (Dec. 2023 until Dec. 2024) for completion. Providing NLHF
support an ‘in-principle’ grant in Sept. 2020, we remain confident in completing
Edition: 8
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the delivery by Dec. 2024 latest as per the Action Plan and our latest canal
restoration Gannt chart.
We do not envisage a problem with possible future movement restrictions: our
volunteers are now beginning to return to activities and the current £4m A38
roundabout element is continuing to plan following a brief break to ensure
adequate safety and distancing protocols.
This situation could of course change again if there is a second Covid-19 wave
of transmission, but we are in the lowest recorded UK death/cases area and
we have the 12 months programme contingency.
The critical time-related and major cost element requiring NLHF funding is the
Network Rail (NR) Ocean Bridge reconstruction. This is now fully costed and
project-ready but must be undertaken in May 2021 to meet NR’s programme; if
missed, it is likely to be many years for NR to re-programme, as it is not a
priority job for them (but is to the Phase 1B canal restoration). Therefore if
delayed, this would jeopardise the complete project.
Also time-critical is an opportunity to save ~ £900,000 if NLHF gives ‘in
principle’ support for Phase 1B in September – this is time-limited, relating to
beneficial use of some 50,000 m3 of canal excavations from the ‘Missing Mile’,
and has been assumed in our overall costings, but will be lost if the September
decision is delayed

2.3

Project Management and Delivery
We have a vibrant and robust partnership management team in place with key
staff recruited, including those experienced in restoration of this canal during
Phase 1A. In view of the Covid-19 situation we would be open to any
suggestion from NLHF, which might help mitigate its financial position.

2.4

Project costs
The current detailed forecast of project costs is presented in the NLHF Table 7
figures within the NLHF on-line pro-forma Delivery Stage application form.
We do not foresee any significant increases due the Covid-19 situation, but we
are now requesting the same NLHF grant as per the Development Stage pass.
Still included is a sizeable contingency and inflation allowance in view of the
future uncertainties to give further confidence in successfully delivering on time
and to budget.
Our contingency and inflation allowance has been rigorously examined using
‘Monte Carlo’ analysis (highest standard of innovative risk assessment). Details
can be found in Section K.
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Overall outturn costs are forecast to be similar to the October 2019 Mid-Term
Review, but with reduced contingency (mainly Network Rail costs confirmed)
reduced inflation (Covid-19 impact) and reduced fundraising (Covid-19 impact).

Total Project costs
Contingency included
Inflation included
Total Project income
NLHF Grant
NLHF % of total costs

May 2020
20.0
0.9
0.5
11.2 (11.7*)
9.0
(8.5*)
44.7 (42.3*)

All Figs. in £’s millions (rounded)

Oct 2019
20.8
2.3
1.0
12.2
8.5
40.8

Our income forecast has reduced for 2 reasons: primarily overspend on delays
within the Development Stage (Community Engagement programme & Landowner
issues) and a much more cautious view of fundraising by Sept. 2020 due to the
Covid-19 situation (Figs.* in brackets)

We believe additional fundraising during the 4-year project, (supported by
historical and current CCT fundraising performance) may result in a lower
total HF grant request as previously indicated in our October 2019 MidTerm review.
However, due to the additional uncertainties surrounding the Covid-19
recovery and therefore the need for prudence, we cannot commit to any
reduced grant request by Sept. 2020 but if achieved during the project
Delivery Stage, offer to reduce the total grant request of £8,956,200
accordingly during the Delivery Stage.
The major project costs are associated with reconstructing 3 road
bridges and a rail bridge, the 2 largest being:
•

The A38/A419 roundabout (£4m from 3rd. party sponsor, underway & due
for completion Nov. 2020 with no NLHF funding)

•

The NR Ocean Rail Bridge referred to in section 2 (tendered and
contractor selected, £4.3m including £0.6m contingency for implementation
over a 72-hour main line closure confirmed for May 2021)

We are now confident that these contracts will complete as budgeted, removing
a significant cost risk.
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2.5

Procurement
We do not envisage any adverse changes to procurement of goods and
services and believe the inflation and contingency allowances are generous
given the expectation of recessionary pressures during Covid-19 recovery.

2.6

Recruitment
Key staff have already been selected, in place and now familiar with this
complex project; it is considered essential to retain continuity and therefore we
are requesting HF grant support from September 2020 to retain this experienced
team, costs approx.. £33,000 per month. The Covid-19 negative impact on the
economy and jobs suggests the additional Delivery Stage staff recruitment will
not be a problem.

2.7

Partnership Funding
The Core contributing Partners have re-signed their previous commitment to
confirm their overall intended cash and in-kind funding, in summary:
SDC £3.22m, GCC & C&RT £1m each and CCT £4.5m, total £9.72m.

2.8

Risk Assessment
Details of the various identified risks are shown in the formal application. Our
team includes a professional risk analyst and junior qualified graduate; with the
management team they have identified all risks and subjected them to multiple
sophisticated software analysis to arrive at probabilistic and deterministic
certainties.
The Delivery Stage key risk elements are cost control and income generation
and analysis has confirmed a higher than average certainty using our forecast
numbers.
We do not envisage any additional specific project risks due to Covid-19 but
accept there are future uncertainties, which we have addressed by using
conservative inflation and contingency sums plus the additional 12 month
potential completion delay.
Our
•
•
•

main project risks (all time-related) :
Funding the time-critical Network Rail contract (see 2.2 above)
Securing the £900,000 subsidy for using canal excavations (see 2.2 above)
Landowner agreement for excavations (see 2.2 above)
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•

Landowner agreement with Ecotricity

The first 3 risks above can be eliminated if NLHF give ‘in-principle’ grant support
in September 2020.
The Ecotricity situation has been recognised throughout our discussions with
NLHF, although the relationship with them is improving consistently and there is
now an understanding for them to donate the canal route free of charge.
It was anticipated the Ecotricity agreement could be finalised early in 2021 to
secure a PTS but this depends on formal planning processes which are likely to
be delayed due to Covid-19 related delays.
Our suggested solution in section 2) is ‘in principle’ NLHF grant support in Sept.
2020 with a part-grant award to secure the time-critical elements listed, followed
by a period to conclude the final Ecotricity agreement (& PTS) but an offer to
delay grant requests to later in the delivery programme up to 2024 thereby
easing NLHF cash flow.

2.9

National considerations related to Covid-19
The unprecedented Covid-19 pandemic is currently having an extremely negative
National impact and the road to recovery is uncertain but expected to take
some considerable time. This Phase 1B project will complete the canal
restoration and protect the large investments committed to the landlocked and
vulnerable Phase 1A by both NLHF and partners. Phase 1B will ensure Phase
1(A+B) is sustainable for the long term, being re-connected to the national
inland waterways network.
Phase 1B is already recognised as Nationally & regionally important and an
exemplar complex partnership project. It will produce big outcomes, in particular
to economic recovery and people’s lifestyles – this already proven with £139m
inward investments in 1A and a further £74m predicted once Phase 1B
complete.
The Government’s stated priorities are to return to ‘near-normal’ as soon as
possible by regenerating the UK economy and improving the lifestyles, health
and well-being of the people in this country.
Phase 1B will deliver both NLHF’s required outcomes and these National priority
objectives.
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2.10

Conclusion
We accept these are exceptional and unprecedented times of critical National
importance and hope that we can work flexibly with NLHF to ensure all the
desired outcomes are realised including meeting the Government’s priority of
recovering from this Covid-19 pandemic.
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3
3.1

VOLUNTEERING ON PHASE 1A
Volunteering Introduction
The Cotswold Canals Trust has a long history of volunteering, dating back to
1972. As a result, it has a large number of multi-disciplined volunteers, which
with regard to Phase 1A, operate in 5 distinct teams:•
•
•
•
•

General maintenance and construction, based at Eastington Depot
A wet dredging team, operating on the water
A dry dredging team, operating off the land
Boat team
Piling and landing stages team

These teams undertake appropriate tasks on Phase 1A and in addition have
responsibility for general maintenance for the canal West of Stroud; CCT
volunteers generally work on Mondays and Wednesdays.
Stroud District Council also operates a team of volunteers, which also
undertakes appropriate tasks and has responsibility for maintenance east of
Stroud; SDC volunteers generally work on Tuesdays & Thursdays.
These groups are supplemented by regular corporate volunteering groups, both
local and national; the project recognises the importance of these activities to
organisations and thus the economy. On Phase 1A, these groups included
Sainsbury’s, Nationwide, Severn Trent Water, Ecclesiastical Insurance, Ecotricity,
Network Rail, Highways England, and Stroud District Council staff and
councillors. The Waterway Recovery Group (WRG) also occasionally undertakes
work on Phase 1A, usually associated with more specialised repair or
enhancement work.

3.2

Volunteer Commitment
BETWEEN JANUARY 2018 AND AUGUST 2019, THE VOLUNTEER
COMMITMENT TO PHASE 1A WAS AS FOLLOWS:
• COTSWOLD CANALS TRUST: 222 VOLUNTEERS CONTRIBUTED 44,404
HOURS
STROUD DISTRICT COUNCIL: 157 VOLUNTEERS CONTRIBUTED 10,450
HOURS
• WATERWAY RECOVERY GROUP: 55 VOLUNTEERS CONTRIBUTED 910
HOURS
• OTHER GROUPS: 270 VOLUNTEERS CONTRIBUTED 885 HOURS

TOTAL: 704 VOLUNTEERS CONTRIBUTED 56,649 HOURS
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4
4.1

PHASE 1A PROGRESS:

PROJECTS UNDERTAKEN SINCE 2017

Ryeford Wharf
The 150m former wharf and its retaining wall were never a part of the HLFfunded scheme and had inevitably suffered from the ravages of time. A feature
of the towpath at this point was that it was surfaced with bricks, but was also
quite narrow.
A joint CCT and SDC volunteer team piled the wharf edge, which gave a wider
formation, capped the piles with original stone as far as possible, and laid new
brick paviours.

Figure 2 Ryford Wharf
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4.2

Ryeford Lock bypass modifications
A feature of the original Double Lock was the ability to keep the lower lock
topped up from the upper lock. This wasn’t appreciated fully during the original
restoration, with the result that the water bypasses both locks. A joint CCT, SDC
and WRG volunteer project has seen an in-house design to rectify this situation
commence construction.

4.3

Dudbridge Lock repairs
Although the locks at Dudbridge were repaired where necessary, it wasn’t
obvious that there were extensive voids behind the offside chamber wall of the
Lower Lock. This had continued to wash out with current levels of use, so it
was determined that exploration of the voids would be necessary. Following
investigations, a joint team comprising of the CCT wet dredging crew and WRG
volunteers has commenced work to repair the lock.

4.4

Dudbridge Hydro-electric turbine
The turbine, installed in 2013 as part of the Cotswold Canals Project, has
operated continuously during 2019, despite low rainfall, and has proved to be
consistently robust and reliable.
To date, it has generated 413 MWH of electricity, valued at £105,000 – saving
206 tonnes of CO2 emissions, were that generation to take place using gas.

4.5

Lodgemore Bridge electrification
This lift bridge was locally designed in 2015 to take up as little land as
possible; this being the result of encroachment and landowner difficulties. The
resulting hand-operated design has proved more difficult to operate than we
would like. However, it was intentionally designed to be easily electrified. This
work, around which an undertaking was made to the HLF, has now been
completed by a CCT volunteer team.

4.6

Wallbridge Lower Lock
This lock had only just been completed at the time of HLF sign-off. The lock
surround has subsequently been landscaped (including native species tree
planting), complete with fencing and retaining walls. A large stone has been
erected and carries the plaque unveiled by H.R.H. The Prince of Wales on his
2018 visit.
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4.7

Brewery Wall
Although this project was begun before HLF sign off, it was completed in
Summer 2018. The result is a transformation of this important town centre
gateway site (the original Stroud Brewery) Importantly, the volunteers undertaking
this project learned vital heritage skills, including use of local stone and lime
mortar.

Figure 3 Brewery Wall 2016

4.8

Figure 4 Brewery Wall 2019

Bowbridge access ramp
A true partnership result, this project created an Equalities Act compliant ramp
from the towpath onto the adjacent road. Access at this point for wheelchair
users etc. was previously impossible due to the constraints imposed by an
original bridge and the proximity of the River Frome.
The ramp was designed in house and installed entirely by volunteers. Funding
came from Stroud Town Council, the land was made available by Knightstone
Housing Association and the ramp has been adopted as a public right of way
by Gloucestershire County Council.

Figure 5 Bowbridge access ramp
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4.9

Dredging
Dredging in the Bowbridge Lock to Griffins Mill Lock pound was completed in
September 2018, giving a navigable channel as far as Ham Mill Lock. The area
on the offside between Stanton's Bridge and Griffins Mill, where silt had been
deposited was then landscaped.
Attention then moved to a 350 metre length of canal between Ebley and
Ryeford, which was originally dredged in 2010. It has now been redredged and
widened by approximately 3m, returning it to its historic width.
Further dredging was carried out in 2019 on the section of canal between
Cainscross and Lodgemore, which is prone to silting as the canal carries river
water at this point. Again, the opportunity was taken to widen the canal at
certain points.

4.10

Landing stages and Piling
Landing stages, to our unique in-house design, have been installed at the
following locations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lodgemore bridge (west)
Lodgemore bridge (east)
Lower Wallbridge lock (west)
Mooring rings in towpath – Upper Wallbridge lock (east)
Griffins Mill lock (west)
Ham Mill lock (west)
Ham Mill lock (east)

Other boat stages built:
•
•
•

Boatmobility stage at Ryeford for disabled boat users
Construction materials landing stage – Ryeford
2 x residential mooring stages – Harpers Field

The team has also installed piling at Ebley (water leak/sink hole), Merretts Mill
(towpath edge loss), Cheapside (raft race steps support) and Harpers Field (mud
barge offloading platform support).

4.11

Ham Mill Lock - and a brewery destination!
After the lock chamber was restored and new gates fitted in 2015, it became
apparent that the original lock bypass culvert was badly damaged and needed
replacement. This has now been reconstructed on a new route. Volunteers have
planted a hedgerow on this site.
Edition: 8
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Work has also been completed on the technically complex reinstatement of a
slipped bank at the tail of the lock. This completion allows the passage of
boats through Ham Mill Lock for the first time since the early 1930s.
Agreement has been secured with the landowner for the creation of a winding
hole outside the current Stroud Brewery, which is virtually at the Eastern limit of
current navigability. This effectively creates a destination for boaters, allowing
them to visit the brewery and then turn around. Turning East of Capels Mill has
not previously been possible; this initiative has opened-up a further 2.3km of
navigable canal.
A private sector sponsor has come forward to fund the cost of this work.

4.12

Gough’s Orchard Water Feed
A siphonic water feed has been installed at Gough’s Orchard, enabling the
entire length of Phase 1A to be navigable. It has proved problematic because
air leaks make it difficult to maintain the low air pressure needed for it to
operate over extended periods. Thames Water has kindly agreed to supply a
new set of pipework of a type that should be less prone to air leakage due to
a greater wall thickness and more robust jointing system. The expectation is the
upgraded system will be up and running in time to supply Ham Mill Lock when
it becomes available for use during 2020.

5

RESILIENCE
Several initiatives have significantly improved the ability to maintain Phase 1A,
with acquisition of plant and facilities which are, of course, largely transferable
to Cotswold Canals Connected (Phase 1B):
•
•
•

•

Use of a field at Ebley for deposition of dredgings.
A fully refurbished second workboat (Flea), primarily to work on the
Eastern section.
A fully refurbished dredger (Patricia) was added to the fleet after a period
of proving. This enabled Dredger No. 5 to be lifted out of the water and
given a major refit, completed in August 2019.
A new tug (Margaret) is proving her worth moving mud hoppers between
the dredger and the offload point.
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6

COMMUNITY USE

6.1 Towpath
Towpath usage continues to increase. The installation of pedestrian counters in
2018 enables accurate monitoring. Daily average use since 2018 is as follows:
•
•

Cloth Mills: 606 (595 last quarter)
Wallbridge: 328 (312 last quarter)

Daily usage of 606 equates to an annual footfall of 221,190.
This stretch of canal, whilst still landlocked, is also attracting increased boat
use, mainly informal use by canoes etc. Stroud Canoe Club continues to make
extensive use of Capels Mill and the annual Stroud Charity Raft Race, held in
September, is increasingly popular. Volunteers have this year installed a set of
concrete steps at Cheapside to service this event.

Figure 6 Towpath at Wallbridge

6.2 Trip Boat
The Cotswold Canals Trust passenger boat Perseverance runs regular weekend
pleasure trips and regular private charters, including weddings at Stonehouse
Court Hotel. CCT has also just launched a brand new all-electric Eco Trip Boat
which has been specifically designed to include wheelchair access with many
thanks to all contributing sponsors.

Adventure – The new electric trip boat
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MAGNET FISHING – CASE STUDY

Suzie O’Neill, from Painswick, has found a new use for the restored canal. Suzie was a chef for
22 years, until illness set in, limiting her ability to walk far. “I needed to get out of the house,”
she says. “Magnet fishing caught my attention and I’ve never looked back. People stop and chat
and are really interested in what I’m doing. I’ve met hundreds of people. As far as I know, I’m
the first to do this on the canal, but it’s something that is becoming popular nationally.” Suzi has
recently bought a bigger magnet and has recently fished out a mountain bike. Perhaps
surprisingly, she has not yet found a shopping trolley and she’s relieved not to have found any
hand grenades! One of her most common finds is post 1992 coins; the year she says that the
Royal Mint first introduced a steel content to coinage. It is clear from talking to her that she
takes her new-found hobby seriously and has researched the whole subject of magnet fishing
and related topics.

7

MEETING THE NLHF 14 GRANT OUTCOMES
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7.1

Outcomes for Heritage

7.1.1

NLHF Outcome 1: Canal, Archive and Natural Heritage Will Be
Better Managed

7.1.2

•

By SVCC implementation of the detailed Management and Maintenance
Plan for the whole of Phase 1 of the Cotswold Canals (Stroudwater
Navigation and the western section of the Thames & Severn Canal totalling
16 km) resulting in a successful, sustainable business plan ongoing.

•

Through engagement of communities with their canal, archive and natural
heritage, giving them a stronger sense of ownership and interest, leading
to a sense of personal responsibility towards volunteering and communitybased action.

•

Long-term investment by a significant Core Partner group and the
commitment of dedicated community-based Delivery Partners will lead to
best practice across all development areas that can continue after the
NLHF project.

•

Through adoption of all recreation and cultural facilities by expert project
partners, leading to sensitively and well-managed resources for future
prosperity.

NLHF Outcome 2: Archive and Natural Heritage Will Be In Better
Condition
•

The canal and archives will be preserved, and 21 hectares of new
biodiversity created.

•

Restoration and regeneration of the lost western 6 km of the Stroudwater
Navigation using traditional methods and materials as far as possible, will
produce sensitive conservation inside Stroud’s Industrial Heritage
Conservation Area.

•

Conservation of exceptional archive materials from the Company of
Proprietors of the Stroudwater Navigation (CoPSN) dating back to 1730, by
Stroudwater Navigation Archives Charity (SNAC) and Gloucestershire
Archives, will present professionally conserved archives that are accessible
to all for posterity.

•

The strong partnership approach to the creation of some 21 hectares of
new wildlife rich areas that offset the impacts of the canal, ongoing native
natural heritage management, giving a significant net biodiversity gain.
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•

7.1.3

7.1.4

Comprehensive engagement, training and support programmes for hundreds
of existing and new volunteers, enables more volunteers to become skilled
and able to restore and maintain the canal heritage.

NLHF Outcome 3: Canal, Archive and Natural Heritage Will Be Better
Interpreted And Explained
•

We will create improved interpretation centres, panels and community
events.

•

Using five locations centred at Wallbridge in Stroud, Saul Junction,
Fromebridge Mill, William Morris College at Eastington and Bonds Mill
Gatehouse at Stonehouse.

•

Interpretation panels along the new multi-user towpath and on the water,
that is educational, innovative and exciting, leading to more people finding
out about their heritage, sharing it and enjoying it with others.

•

We will continue to involve many local people, communities and visitors,
including specialist community groups, in activities that support engaging
roles in conserving original archives, designing and making public
interpretation, curating and sharing archive, leading to a sense of
ownership of heritage deeper understanding of ways to conserve it, and
how to take responsibility for it.

NLFH Outcome 4: Canal, Archive and Natural Heritage Will Be
Identified and Recorded
•

Ongoing monitoring and evaluation records are being established to
maintain and enhance the canal archive continuous documentation.

•

The newly assembled historic archive of the many aspects that make up
Stroudwater Navigation Connected from almost 100,000 stored documents,
including restored historic structures, will produce a significant and
complete archive of the Stroudwater Navigation from 1730 to present day.

•

Through cataloguing and digitizing (a new NLHF initiative - more
elsewhere?) a great number of document bundles of the CoPSN's Minute
and Tonnage Books, a much more accessible archive that can be used by
everyone.

•

A programme of community engagement that reveals oral and local history
linked to the canal, archives and wildlife, enabling enriched and community
owned local archives.
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•

Key volunteer training programmes will identify and record canal, archive
and wildlife heritage, leading to more people confident and able to
manage the archive and support others to access it going forward.

•

The programme of wildlife surveys, community engagement activities and
record making during the project development and Delivery Stage will
ensure understanding and knowledge of habitats and wildlife and result in
a rich and varied record of the natural heritage along the Stroudwater
Navigation.

7.2

Outcomes for People

7.2.1

NLHF Outcome 5: People Will Develop Skills Across a Range Of
Domains

7.2.2

•

People will be enabled with planned, appropriate and supported training
and work placements, in areas of canal restoration, business development,
archive and wildlife enhancement and conservation, leading to increased
knowledge, confidence and raised expectations for work, and better life
chances.

•

There will be programmed opportunities to volunteer in a range of
supported and mentored volunteer placements including those listed above
but also in project management, fund raising, communications and
promotion, monitoring and evaluation, leading to a significantly up-skilled
volunteer workforce.

NLHF Outcome 6: More People Will Learn About Their Canal’s
Heritage, Related Textiles Heritage and Natural Heritage
•

With hands-on, location based activities that support historical enquiry
through arts, STEM? - expand and literacy, schemes of work developed
with schools and colleges, engaging with experts on walks, talks and at
events, people will gain better knowledge and understanding of their
heritage towards work, study, developing new interests and skills.

•

Volunteering in restoring the canal and its traditional structures and
archiving the long history of the Stroudwater Navigation, leading to
practical learning and life-long interests.

•

Participating in action-based projects in the local natural canal
environment, including volunteering, training and work placements, allowing
more people to have a deeper knowledge and understanding of their local
ecosystems, including canal and river waterways, orchards and floodplains.
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7.2.3

7.2.4

7.2.5

NLHF Outcome 7: More People Will Change Their Attitude and
Behaviour Towards Their Local Place and Wildlife There
•

By taking part in hands-on wildlife conservation and enhancement activities
near where they live and work along the canal, championing wildlife in
their communities and developing maps, walks and surveys, all leading to
a greater sense of ownership of the natural environment and taking
responsibility for it.

•

Being involved with canal historical assets, restoration and conservation
projects, alongside experts and enthusiasts, that engender new interests in
their local heritage, a sense of ownership and belonging, more people
become advocates and stewards for local historical places.

NLHF Outcome 8: People Will Have an Enjoyable Experience In
Many Different Ways
•

Local communities and visitors will participate in the project with friends,
family and their community, making new connections across age groups
and backgrounds, spending time together learning about the canals and
textiles heritage; making and creating new archive, interpretation and art;
spending time in nature and creating new habitats; finding and developing
new interests and skills and celebrating their achievements, all contributing
to greater mental and physical health, wellbeing and more cohesive
communities.

•

This process is already evident and building following the completion of
Phase 1A.

NLHF Outcome 9: More People Will Volunteer Time Across a Range
Of Levels of Engagement
•

People will be connected with well planned, supported and meaningful new
volunteering opportunities in canal restoration, business development,
archive and wildlife enhancement and conservation, leading to personal
achievement and confidence to participate in training and volunteering
placements.

•

There will be planned opportunities to volunteer in a range of supported
and mentored volunteer placements including those listed above, allowing
additional volunteers to participate in voluntary activities either linked to
the canal or elsewhere in the community.

•

This is already resulting in a significant increase in volunteer engagement
in anticipation of the Phase 1B Delivery Stage activities.
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7.3

Outcomes for Communities

7.3.1

NLHF Outcome 10: Negative Environmental Impacts Will Be Reduced

7.3.2

•

Environmental impact audits and regular monitoring, planned construction
and services access will result in reduction of energy use and conservation
of materials, noise, visual and air quality impacts and road disruption for
local communities.

•

The new canal environment with the creation of an additional 21 hectares
of new biodiversity land, improving towpath, supporting local safe cycling
and walking to work schemes, supporting community walking and cycling
clubs and promoting the canal route, will lead to fewer people using their
cars to get about for work and leisure.

•

Restoration and regeneration of the canal corridor, leading to
redevelopment of brownfield sites allocated in the Local Plan and healthier,
more attractive environments.

NLHF Outcome 11: More People and A Wider Range Of People Will
Have Engaged With Local Canal’s Heritage
•

Through planning and participating in inclusive activities that engender
personal responses to built and natural environment, such as storytelling,
art and photography, putting on exhibitions and showcases in their
communities, more people will engage with the project and get involved in
different ways.

•

Active participation by people in an annual programme of new and existing
festivals, leading to canal heritage becoming embedded in community
celebrations calendar.

•

A strengthened community engagement strategy and channel, which
includes a community panel, the Western Canals Consultative Group, will
ensure local communities having a reliable, regular, effective way of
engaging with the project.

•

An inclusive community engagement strategy will ensure that people from
a wide range of ages, ethnicities and social backgrounds, disabled people,
people who have never engaged with the canal heritage before, schools
and colleges, are included in all aspects of the project delivery, leading to
more cohesive and inclusive communities that share common interests and
come together more often.
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7.3.3

7.3.4

7.3.5

NLHF Outcome 12: The Areas Around the Canal Development Are
Better Places to Live, Work & Visit
•

The currently derelict and inaccessible canal corridor will be restored,
making it safer, more attractive and accessible, leading to more people
using the canal and its environs for travel and recreation.

•

The canal will become an enjoyable place to visit, with improved facilities
for towpath and water users, more reasons to visit including interpretation,
wildlife, exhibitions and events, attracting more visitors to the canal.

•

By supporting a wide range of people and communities to participate in
many different ways, this will engender a greater sense of belonging, local
identity and ownership of the place they live.

NLHF Outcome 13: The Local Economy Will Be Boosted and
Business Will Benefit
•

This project will assist recovery from the current Covid 19 negative impact
by giving a further significant regional economic boost and employment
opportunities through a further predicted £74 million worth of private
investment in the canal corridor within 5 years of the end of the project,
on top of the £139 million inward investment during completion of Phase
1A (up from £115 million during 2019), leading to the continued growth
and sustainability of the canal-based economy.

•

By facilitating and mentoring people and communities to develop new and
existing businesses in both private and social sector areas, this will result
in resilient canal based economic activity and more local work and
employment.

NLHF Outcome 14: The Stroudwater Navigation Partners will be
More Resilient
•

This partnership project is already recognised nationally as an exemplar
that engages the whole community and brings a range of benefits to
cultural and wildlife heritage.

•

Partners will have increased their community connections, improved best
practice in their strategic expertise and shared it with others across all
domains, leading to a strong and resilient partnership going forward to
both sustainably manage the canal, archive and wildlife heritage and to
successfully pursue future restoration of remaining sections of this historic
canal.
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8

PROJECT BACKGROUND

8.1

This Delivery Stage formal submission follows the successful MidTerm NLHF Phase 1B Review in October 2019
This 6km Phase 1B canal section will link from Stonehouse to the National
Waterways Network via an existing junction with the Gloucester & Sharpness
Canal at Saul.
This is very much a community-led project: volunteers have been involved with
the restoration of this canal since the 1970’s and the current NLHF
Development Stage funding has majored on further local communication and
feed-back resulting in increased involvement in many areas which has informed
our Activity Plan for successful Delivery Stage outcomes: refer to detailed
Activity Plan – Section C
The project demonstrates that once Phase 1B is restored, the completed SNC
canal is financially viable from the day navigation recommences for the
foreseeable future, covering all the operating and maintenance expenditure from
forecast operating year revenues – refer to detailed Management & Maintenance
Plan – Section F.
The existing Phase 1A landlocked canal section from Stroud to Stonehouse was
restored with previous matched funding from the HLF but despite the best
endeavours of all parties, the existing canal section has not sufficient financial
income to operate and maintain that section of the canal.
This Phase 1B project to reconnect Phase 1A with the National Inland
Waterways Network is therefore essential for the Canal’s future sustainability.

8.1.1

Phased Canal Restoration
This canal restoration project was split into Phases 1A & 1B for funding and
construction purposes (see map below).
In February 2008, following the Phase 1A HLF grant funding, the lead partner
British Waterways (BW), now Canal & River Trust (CRT), announced that it was
to leave the project due to problems elsewhere on the BW network, draining its
resources.
Fortunately, Stroud District Council (SDC) stepped in to lead Phase 1A and now
SDC is co-leading this Phase 1B project with Cotswold Canals Trust (CCT)
There are experienced Partners contributing to this project plus other local
community-based authorities and organisations who are supporting the
proposals.
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Phase 1A, from the upstream side of the railway crossing at Stonehouse Ocean
to Brimscombe Port.
Phase 1B, Stonehouse Ocean railway crossing to Saul Junction.

8.1.2

Project Partners
The key project Partners in this Phase 1B bid process are listed below, together
with a brief summary of what they bring to the project:

8.1.3

Strategic Partners
Stroud District Council (SDC) is the local authority through which the western
sections of the Cotswold Canals run. SDC took over the role of Accountable
Body for the restoration of Phase 1A (Stonehouse to Brimscombe) after British
Waterways withdrew in 2008. SDC is the co-lead partner and Accountable Body
for Phase 1B and has offered £3 million in match funding to the project and
additional support in kind.
SDC is hosting the overall Project Manager, Engineering Manager, admin support
and volunteer coordination for this project.
Cotswold Canals Trust (CCT) is a volunteer-led registered Charity and co-lead
partner with SDC; it has some 7,500 members including many professionally
qualified Engineers and is the country’s largest locally based canal society. Its
forerunner organisation was created in 1972 to promote for the benefit of the
community the restoration of the 58km (36 mile) Cotswold Canals (Stroudwater
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Navigation and Thames & Severn Canal) that linked the Rivers Severn and
Thames for 120 years, as an important trade route to London. CCT’s aims
state that the restoration of the canals, which were closed progressively
between 1927 and 1954 must:
•
•
•

Give a balance between the needs of navigation, development, recreation,
heritage, landscape conservation, wildlife and natural habitats.
Promote the use of the towpath as a long-distance footpath:- The Thames
& Severn Way.
Eventually provide a navigable route from Saul Junction on the Gloucester
& Sharpness Canal (linked to the River Severn) to Lechlade on the River
Thames.

CCT is responsible for the cash fundraising for the Phase 1B project and is
hosting the dedicated professional Fundraising Manager for this project.
Stroud Valleys Canal Company (SVCC) is the volunteer-led registered Charity set
up to look after the western section of the Cotswold Canals. It controls most of
the canal from a point some 1km east of Saul Junction through to and
including Brimscombe Port, which is about 4km east of Stroud. SVCC acts as
Navigation Authority for the re-opened canal and is responsible for issuing boat
licenses, mooring permits and angling permits.
Canal & River Trust (CRT) is the registered Charity created in 2012 to take over
the role of managing, conserving and restoring more than 3,200km of waterways
in England and Wales. As well as direct management as a national body CRT
has a key role in advocacy for all navigable waterways. CRT has offered
£625,000 in match funding towards the costs of the proposed project in
addition to providing support in kind; this is an important offer, as the Charity
does not as a rule help fund the restoration of waterways for which they are
not already responsible.
Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) runs the administrative County of
Gloucestershire, through which most of the Cotswold Canals run. As Highways
Authority, GCC has supported canal restoration since the 1990s, will manage the
reconstruction of the 3 public road bridges and is match funding £700,000 to
the proposed project in addition to providing support in kind.

8.1.4

Partners
The Inland Waterways Association (IWA) is a national membership Charity that
works to protect and restore the country's 10,400km of canals and rivers. The
IWA campaigns locally and nationally on behalf of its members for all waterway
users as well as actively supporting waterway restoration. The IWA has a
network of volunteers and branches that deploy their expertise and knowledge
to work constructively with navigation authorities, government and other
organisations. The Association also provides expert technical support to
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restoration projects and practical support through its Waterway Recovery Group
(WRG).
Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust (GWT) is a membership organisation that works
throughout the County to provide wildlife knowledge and expertise, from
ecological consultancy to wildlife advice and are hosting the Canal Environment
Manager dedicated to this project. The Trust is the leading partner in
Gloucestershire's conservation data unit. GWT has more than 500 active
volunteers who help conserve wildlife by helping with practical work on the
Trust’s 60 nature reserves or through administrative support.
Company of Proprietors of the Stroudwater Navigation (CoPSN) can trace its
roots back to the 1730’s, when an Act was passed allowing the creation of a
navigation to link Stroud with the River Severn. It is believed to be the oldest
surviving canal in the world. The last Act was in 1954, relieving the Company to
keep the canal open for public navigation but most of its other powers were left
intact. Run by volunteer Directors and owned by the current custodians of the
original 200 shares, CoPSN is one of the four organisations that own SVCC
(with SDC, CCT & GCC) and lease the Company’s part of the canal to SVCC on
a 999 year agreement.
Stroudwater Navigation Archives Charity (SNAC) was set up in 2011 to conserve
and promote the use of the CoPSN voluminous archive documents, which is now
housed in the Gloucestershire Archives. The archive covers the life of the
Navigation from the early 1700’s to the present day and is unusual in its
completeness and complexity. SNAC is completely dependent on some 20
volunteers. They are currently engaged in cataloguing the archive and creating
a prioritised programme for document conservation and digitisation – Refer to
the Archive Plan within Sections D & E for details.
SNAC is closely linked to Cotswold Canals Knowledge, also volunteer led, which
provides a programme of educational engagement with local schools.
Creative Sustainability (CS) is a not-for-profit Community Interest Company,
Creative Sustainability was set up in 2010 to address health, economic and
social inequalities in the Stroud District, underpinned by core values of inclusion,
empowerment and sustainability. CS has worked with thousands of people living
and working in our community to promote long-term and persistent change in
attitudes to inclusion to ensure local people’s participation in cultural, economic,
educational, and social opportunities.
Biographies of key Project individuals can be found in Section I -Business Plan –
Job Descriptions.
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8.2

History of the Canals
The original canal was constructed in two phases. The Stroudwater Navigation
from the River Severn at Framilode to Stroud was opened in 1779, whilst the
Thames and Severn (T&S) Canal was opened in 1789 connecting Stroud to
Inglesham near Lechlade on the River Thames. Together they represent ‘The
Cotswold Canals’, linking the Rivers Severn and Thames.
The Stroudwater Navigation is
4.9m (16’ 2”) wide. Whilst the
4.9m wide, up to Brimscombe
28.35m (93ft) long and 3.96m

constructed with locks of 21m (69ft) long and
Thames and Severn locks are also 21m long and
Port. Locks from Brimscombe to Inglesham are
(13ft) wide.

The Stroudwater Navigation was one of the most successful canals constructed
in England and was managed with a commercial acumen not seen in many
similar ventures built during the country’s canal heyday. Unlike many canals,
the company set up to run the canal, the Company of Proprietors of the
Stroudwater Navigation (CoPSN), remains in existence and with interests in the
waterway. Although the Stroudwater Navigation was very successful, along with
the majority of canals, it was hard for it to compete with the new, faster
transport links provided with the onset of rail. Unlike many canals, the
Stroudwater remained profitable during the period it was competing directly with
rail.
The coming of the railways to the area in the mid-19th century added new rapid
transport links to London and also along the Severn to the burgeoning
industrial centres of the Midlands and to the major port at Bristol. This led to
a gradual loss of commercial traffic to the railway over the remainder of the
century and into the first part of 20th century. This was exacerbated by the
improvements to road transport in the post-war period to the extent that by the
1950s the canal ceased to be used for freight. The last tolls were taken in
1941 and the canal was closed to navigation in 1953. Despite attempts in the
1960s to restore the canal for leisure use, lower levels of maintenance after
closure and a lack of use of the waterway meant that the canal’s condition
declined with sections becoming silted-up and/or choked with vegetation.
Despite a loss of importance as a commercial waterway, the Stroudwater
Navigation remained an important feature of the landscape in the early to mid20th century. This is reflected by its utilisation in one of the GHQ ‘stop lines’
during the early part of World War II. The stop line followed the canal,
augmented by defensive installations where felt necessary, and formed an outer
line of defence for the Bristol area.
The M5 was constructed through the centre of the site in the late 1960s. The
A38 was also upgraded into a trunk route with the addition of a large
roundabout at its junction with the A419. As part of this work the section of
the canal immediately either side of the motorway was infilled. The infilled cut
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was subsumed back into the agricultural landscape and there are now few
above-ground traces of the former waterway. This is the “Missing Mile.”

8.3

Description of the canals.
The Cotswold Canals together present a diverse, mixed environment that is rich
in industrial heritage, archaeology, historic landscapes and biodiversity. The
various man-made and natural elements that make up the heritage interest of
the Cotswold Canals contribute a particular character to the area. The main
Phases of the restoration are broken down into Phases 1A and 1B.
Phase 1A, comprises the stretch of canal between The Ocean at Stonehouse on
the Stroudwater Navigation to Brimscombe Port east of Stroud on the Thames
& Severn Canal. This comprises a distance of some 8.9km (5.5 miles).
Phase 1B, this current CCC Project, will see the restoration of the Stroudwater
Navigation from The Ocean at Stonehouse to Saul Junction where it will
connect with the National Waterways Network. This comprises a distance of
some 6.1km (3.8 miles).
Alongside the restoration of the canal around 21ha of wildlife rich areas will be
created. This will form an important link between habitats along the River Severn
in the West and those in the valleys of the Cotswold escarpment to the East.
Please refer to Biodiversity Plan for details – Sections D & F.
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8.4

Description of the Phase 1B Main Features
Item
Canal
(normal)

Bed

6.1
km

navigation channel (5.4 km), CRT (0.7 km)

Canal Bed &

0.4

EA Main River & navigation channel

Main

km

River
Fixed Bridges

4

Walk Bridge, A38 roundabout (2), Pike Bridge

(modern)
Moving Bridges

3

Whitminster Lock, Stonepitts, Bond’s Mill lift bridge

(modern)
Humpback or

3

old Bridges

Occupation Bridge, Westfield Bridge, Newtown Roving
Bridge.

Locks

8

Whitminster, A38(new), M5(new), Westfield, Dock, Pike,
Blunder, Newtown

Aqueducts

1

Oldbury Brook

Flood Gates

0

Lockham (possible)

Slipway

1

Eastington slipway

Major
embankments

1

Bond’s Mill embankment

Railway Bridges

1

Stonehouse Ocean – Network Rail responsibility

Towpath

6.5
km

Cycleway

6.5
km

Items in Blue are the responsibility of the Environment Agency (EA)
Items in Green are the responsibility of GCC
Items in Red are the responsibility of SVCC
Items in Purple are the responsibility of CRT
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The whole stretch of the canal contained within this Phase 1B NLHF application,
apart from the Missing Mile, is owned by the CoPSN and leased to SVCC on a
999-year lease. The canal was originally opened from the River Severn at
Framilode to Stroud in 1779.
The Missing Mile is owned by several landowners and rights of passage or
purchase of land for the canal will hopefully be successfully secured before this
bid is formally determined in September 2020; a full planning application
permission for the reinstatement of this missing section of canal is being
submitted. Although this is acknowledged to be a key project risk, the
Partnership is confident of obtaining the necessary land rights within a
reasonable timescale.
As with Phase 1A there is a section of Phase 1B where the Navigation will
follow part of the river. Indeed, the original Navigation used the main river for
550m from Whitminster Lock to Lockham Aqueduct. Unlike the Phase 1A
section, this length is already reasonably deep which indicates that siltation is
less likely to be an issue. Where the River Frome is being used, we will
cooperate closely with the EA to ensure there is no reduction of the existing
flood management performance of the lower reaches of the Frome.
There are eight locks on the stretch of Phase 1B. Six of these are original locks
and two will be new build. The lock at Whitminster is largely intact and marks
the boundary of CRT’s canal navigation which runs from Saul Junction to
Whitminster Lock. The responsibility of SVCC begins at the top end of
Whitminster Lock and will run through to the Ocean at Stonehouse where the
boundary is between Phases 1A and 1B.
Two new locks will need to be built, one close by the A38 roundabout and one
close to the existing underpass carrying the canal under the M5 motorway
adjacent to the River Frome. The two new locks are intended to be fitted with
galvanised steel gates with life expectancy of up to 200 years.
Of the remaining five locks, Westfield will need significant work to recover it
although the overall structure is buried, but recent excavations suggest it to be
largely intact. Dock Lock and Pike Lock have been substantially refurbished by
volunteers over the past decade and would require only moderate work to bring
them up to usable condition. The final two locks, Blunder Lock and Newtown
Lock are both operational having been restored in the latter years of the
twentieth century.
Currently hardwood lock gates with a life expectancy of 30 to 50 years are
installed on the heritage locks. It is intended to retain the existing iroko
hardwood lock gates at Newtown Lock (1991), the Ekki hardwood bottom gates
at Blunder Lock (2013) and possibly the Ekki top gates at Whitminster Lock
(1996) but consideration is being given to the advantages of eventually
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replacing all wooden lock gates with steel. The District Council Conservation
Officer has no objection in principle to steel gates on these heritage locks.
There are four modern fixed public highway road bridges. The new Walk Bridge
at Whitminster, the two bridges to be built at the A38/A419 roundabout and
the existing Pike Bridge are the responsibility of GCC.
In 2019 CCT obtained a £4m grant from Highways England to help restore the
Missing Mile, filled in when the M5 was built. This grant had conditions attached
which required work to commence within a given timescale. GCC’s appointed
contractor therefore commenced the A38/A419 roundabout works in December
2019 and this is due for completion in November 2020. NLHF are aware of this
commitment and endorsed it.
The new section of canal will have to pass under the M5 motorway: this will be
achieved by using the existing River Frome underpass and building a dividing
wall between the river & canal.
3 moving (lift) bridges will be required. One of these is already in place at
Bond’s Mill but needs upgrading and 2 new ones will be installed near
Whitminster Lock & Stonepitts bridge and will be the responsibility of SVCC.
The railway bridge by Stonehouse Ocean will be the responsibility of Network
Rail to manage the renewal of the bridge and its subsequent maintenance.
Network Rail programmed in this work to be undertaken in May 2021.
Already within the Phase 1B section there is a slipway at Eastington. This
excellent facility was created by CCT some years ago and is the main access
point for boats to this stretch of the canal.
Provision for boaters will need to be created within the Phase 1B section of the
canal. A marina and basin are planned to be developed within Phase 1B to
provide the necessary facilities for boaters which would include water, waste
disposal, fuel and safe moorings. Some towpath moorings will also be
accommodated as well as facilities for anglers, canoes and other navigation
users.
One of the major benefits for the restoration of Phase 1B will be the
completion of the towpath which will link the Gloucester & Sharpness Canal
towpath with the rest of the Cotswold Canals. The missing length of the
towpath will create a single linear amenity from Saul through Stroud and
upwards to Daneway near the entrance to Sapperton Tunnel. This will be a
major benefit to the community as well as enhancing the canal corridor. The
towpath will be to modern standards to allow for wheelchairs and pushchairs to
be used safely where possible.
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8.5

Preserving a living Canal
There are many ways in which the heritage significance of the canals is already
under threat. At a general level the most obvious factor is that much of the line
of the canal is either unmanaged or managed with very limited resources and,
as a consequence, both the built heritage and biodiversity value is at risk of
deterioration through neglect.
Surviving heritage features such as locks and bridges, representing the industrial
archaeological heritage of the canals, are very visibly in a process of decay.
Without an overall management scheme, erosion of the heritage value of the
canals is likely to continue, since decisions about parts of the canal are likely
to be made without a wider understanding of their impacts on the special
significance.
Furthermore, lack of overall strategic management of the canals by a single
body, and the fragmented ownership of the canal corridor makes it difficult to
promote good heritage management: some landowners may be uninterested or
unwilling to address heritage management. Coupled with a lack of resources for
regular maintenance, this is currently the most significant single cause of
vulnerability of the built and natural heritage. A more through assessment of
both opportunities and risks to the current heritage (built, natural and archives)
is included in the Conservation Plan (Section D)
The Management & Maintenance Plan, Section F details how the restored and
new heritage will be sustained.

8.6

Canal Project Elements

8.6.1

Locks
The locks of the Cotswold Canals are either brick or stone construction and are
known as broad locks as they can accommodate either a coastal Trow or now
two leisure narrow boats side by side. Each lock has two pairs of lock gates
that pivot so that they can be opened when the water level balances.
In the case of the two new locks within the ‘Missing Mile’ new section of canal,
two new 21st century locks are proposed, with gates made from steel.
Consideration is also being given to replacing all missing lock gates with steel
due to their much increased longevity and lower maintenance costs.

8.6.2

Bridges
The Stroudwater Navigation from Saul Junction to Wallbridge and the Thames
and Severn Canal from Wallbridge Lower to Bourne Lock will have a
combination of different styles of bridges, from differing ages.
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These bridges are also in differing ownerships including Network Rail and the
Highways Agency. These organisations are responsible for these structures and
their maintenance.
Three new public highway bridges and an M5 underpass will be constructed
within the ‘missing Mile’ where a completely new canal section will be excavated.
On the combined Phase 1, there are 12 heritage humpback bridges; SVCC owns
4 of these heritage bridges (3 in Phase 1B and 1 on Phase 1A) with the
balance owned by either GCC Highways or GCC Public Rights of Way (PROW)
The heritage bridges on the canal are particularly attractive and a similar design
was used on both the Stroudwater Canal and the Thames and Severn Canal
even though they were constructed 10-12 years apart. SVCC has recently taken
the initiative to monitor and record their condition and to provide the
infrastructure to carry out low level repairs and maintenance in full collaboration
with our colleagues at GCC.
Full details of all engineering works can be found in the Engineering Plan,
Section E.

8.6.3

Water Management
After Volunteers, SVCC’s most precious resource is water, and how we manage
it is crucial to the successful operation of the canal. Historically, the upper
reaches of the Thames & Severn Canal always suffered from the lack of water
and the summit level had to be supplied by a steam powered Cornish beam
pumping engine located close to Coates. There is always an imperative to use
water wisely.
Recently SVCC concluded a successful negotiation with the EA for a water
extraction license to take water from the River Frome in the vicinity of
Brimscombe which will give the canal some certainty to the source of water for
the increased number of lock operations once the canal is reconnected.

8.6.4

Towpath
One of the greatest benefits that has been delivered from Phase 1A has been
the towpath. It is a huge credit to all concerned that the creation of a high
quality and robust towpath was one of the leading aims of the NLHF outcome
from the Phase 1A bid and this has been extremely successful and welcomed.
From information collected at a number of pedestrian counters dotted along the
canal, it is easy to see the continuing growth of the canal towpath as a
transport link of choice, for all ages and varied users: running, walking, cycling,
daily commuting to employment or just communing with the outdoors.
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The success of the towpath and the very important role it is playing to help to
improve the general health and wellbeing of the broad Stroud community is very
heartening and a new multi-use towpath will be extended along the whole of the
Phase 1B section.

8.6.5

Landing Stages, Wharfs and Moorings
Much good work has been achieved over the past two years in designing and
creating a standard boat landing stage that has two levels to allow both boats
and canoes to access the locks safely. These boat landing stages are to be
found at either side of a lock, whereby the boater can easily and safely moor
their boats before setting the lock for their passage up or down.
The planned 43 permanent and 33 visitor moorings plus the requisite landing
stages on Phase 1B will be provided as part of the construction phase.

8.6.6

Interpretation
When Phase 1A was completed, one of the many success stories were the
number and quality of the signage and interpretation that were provided. These
included excellent story boards, an imaginative and well produced local history
account communicated via QR posts and numerous small and subtle ‘Did you
know’ boards.
Many people have complimented the interpretation along the Phase 1A canal,
and similar interpretations will be included along the Phase 1B section.
When Phase 1A was completed, one of the many success stories were the
number and quality of the signage and interpretation that were provided. These
included excellent story boards, an imaginative and well produced local history
account communicated via QR posts and numerous small and subtle ‘Did you
know’ boards.
Many people have complimented the interpretation along the Phase 1A canal,
and similar interpretations will be included along the Phase 1B section.
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